
Using Arti�ial Data to Compare the Dif�ulty of UsingStatistial Mahine Translation in Different Language-PairsManny Rayner, Paula Estrella, Pierrette Bouillon, Sonia HalimiUniversity of Geneva, TIM/ISSCO40 bvd du Pont-d'Arve, CH-1211 Geneva 4, SwitzerlandfEmmanuel.Rayner,Pierrette.Bouillon,Sonia.Halimig�unige.hpestrella�gmail.omYukie NakaoLINA, Nantes University, 2, rue de la Houssini�ere, BP 92208 44322 Nantes Cedex 03yukie.nakao�univ-nantes.frAbstratAnedotally, Statistial Mahine Translationworks muh better in some language pairsthan others, but methodologial problemsmean that it is dif�ult to draw hard on-lusions. In partiular, it is generally un-lear whether translations in parallel train-ing orpora have been produed using equiv-alent onventions. In this paper, we reporton an experiment where a small-voabularymultilingual interlingua-based translation sys-tem was used to generate data to train SMTmodels for the 12 pairs involving the lan-guages fEnglish, Frenh, Japanese, Arabig.By onstrution, the data an be assumedstrongly uniform. As expeted, translationbetween English and Frenh in both dire-tions performed muh better than translationinvolving Japanese. Less obviously, transla-tion from English and Frenh to Arabi per-formed approximately as well as translationbetween English and Frenh, and translationto Japanese performed better than translationfrom Japanese.1 IntrodutionSine its introdution in the early 90s, when it wasregarded as a dubious outsider, Statistial MahineTranslation (SMT) has rapidly gained ground until itis now onsidered the mainstream approah. Thereis, however, general agreement that some language-pairs work muh better than others. In the positivediretion, the early suesses reported by the IBMgroup (Brown et al., 1990) used Frenh-English,whih is now known to be an unusually suitable pair(Koehn and Monz, 2005; Koehn and Monz, 2006).

Anedotally, translating between two European lan-guages is easier than translating between a Euro-pean and a non-European language, and some lan-guages, like Japanese, are widely assumed to be dif-�ult. Given the steadily inreasing importane ofMT tehnology, it is often important to be able tomake a reasonable guess at how well SMT will workfor a new language-pair. Both SMT and RBMT re-quire a large investment of effort before any evalu-able system emerges; when planning a projet, botharhitetures are in priniple possible, and it is desir-able to be able to make an informed hoie betweenthem at an early stage.A reent large-sale study (Birh et al., 2008), us-ing the 110 language-pairs overed by the Europarlorpus, found that the features most preditive ofSMT translation quality were target language vo-abulary size, lexiostatial relatedness (measuredin terms of proportion of ognate words), and sim-ilarity in word order. The same study, however,also highlighted the methodologial problems inher-ent in arrying out this type of omparison. As al-ready noted, target voabulary size turned out to bethe most preditive feature. Voabulary size, how-ever, depends ruially on how morphology is takeninto aount. For example, (Birh et al., 2008) on-sidered that Swedish had a muh larger voabularysize than English, but this is almost entirely dueto the fat that Swedish, like German, writes om-pound nominals without intervening spaes. Thestruture of these nominals, however, is often verysimilar to that of the orresponding English phrases.The problem beomes more aute in a language likeJapanese, whih is normally written with no wordboundaries at all.



Another set of issues arise from the use of paral-lel human-translated orpora, where it is generallydif�ult to know whether the data is truly uniform.Quality and style of translation an vary widely, withtranslators using different guidelines. In partiular,some translators will prefer a more literal style thanothers. It is also ommon to mix in low-qualitydata; a frequent hoie is translations taken fromthe reverse language-pair, with the soure and targetswapped around. Some reent studies (Ozdowska,2009) have in fat suggested that this kind of low-quality adulteration an do more harm than good.Conversely, other pratitioners of SMT have pointedto the performane gains that an be ahieved byareful leaning of the data.Without ontrolling for all these fators, it is hardto know how general the results of omparative stud-ies really are. Although (Birh et al., 2008) is an un-usually responsible and areful piee of work, theauthors point out that removal of the outlier lan-guage (Finnish) substantially hanges the overallonlusions; it is probably not a oinidene thatFinnish was also the only non-Indo-European lan-guage used in the study.In this paper, we present the results of a novel typeof omparative study arried out using MedSLT,a small-voabulary interlingua-based multilingualspeeh translation system for a medial domain. Wegenerated parallel orpora for all 12 pairs involvingthe soure languages fEnglish, Frenh, Japanese,Arabig, �rst using the soure language grammars togenerate arbitrary amounts of soure-language data,then, for eah target language, passing it through therelevant translation rules to generate target languageexpressions. Use of interlingua-based translation en-fores a uniform translation style. The small do-main, whih we ompletely ontrol, made it possibleto enfore uniform deisions about how morphologyis treated. For example, we deided in Arabi to splitoff the de�nite artile al, normally af�xed to the fol-lowing noun, and treat it as a separate word. Forsimilar reasons, we also treated Japanese tense andpoliteness af�xes as separate words. Thus a wordlike okorimashita (�happened�) is split up as okorimashita (�happen PAST-POLITE�). One we hadreated the parallel orpora, we trained SMT mod-els, and evaluated the quality of the translations theyprodued. As expeted, translation between English

and Frenh in both diretions performed muh bet-ter than translation involving Japanese. We were,however, interested to disover that translation fromEnglish and Frenh to Arabi performed as well astranslation between English and Frenh, and thattranslation to Japanese performed better than trans-lation from Japanese.The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Se-tion 2 provides bakground on the MedSLT sys-tem. Setion 3 desribes the experimental frame-work, and Setion 4 the results obtained. Setion 5onludes.2 The MedSLT SystemMedSLT (Bouillon et al., 2008) is a medium-voabulary interlingua-based Open Soure speehtranslation system for dotor-patient medial ex-amination questions, whih provides any-language-to-any-language translation apabilities for all lan-guages in the set fEnglish, Frenh, Japanese, Ara-bi, Catalang. Both speeh reognition and trans-lation are rule-based. Speeh reognition runs onthe Nuane 8.5 reognition platform, with grammar-based language models built using the Open SoureRegulus ompiler. As desribed in (Rayner etal., 2006), eah domain-spei� language modelis extrated from a general resoure grammar us-ing orpus-based methods driven by a seed or-pus of domain-spei� examples. The seed orpus,whih typially ontains between 500 and 1500 ut-teranes, is then used a seond time to add proba-bilisti weights to the grammar rules; this substan-tially improves reognition performane (Rayner etal., 2006, x11.5). Performane measures for speehreognition in the three languages where seriousevaluations have been arried out are shown in Ta-ble 1.At run-time, the reogniser produes a soure-language semanti representation. This is �rst trans-lated by one set of rules into an interlingual form,and then by a seond set into a target language rep-resentation. A target-language Regulus grammar,ompiled into generation form, turns this into oneor more possible surfae strings, after whih a setof generation preferenes piks one out. Finally,the seleted string is realised in spoken form. Ro-bustness issues are addressed by means of a bak-up



Language WER SemEREnglish 6% 11%Frenh 8% 10%Japanese 3% 4%Table 1: Reognition performane for English, Frenhand JapaneseMedSLT reognisers. �WER� =Word ErrorRate for soure language reogniser, on in-overage ma-terial; �SemER� = semanti error rate (proportion of ut-teranes failing to produe orret interlingua) for sourelanguage reogniser, on in-overage material.statistial reogniser, whih drives a robust embed-ded help system. The purpose of the help system(Chatzihrisa�s et al., 2006) is to guide the user to-wards supported overage; it performs approximatemathing of output from the statistial reogniseragain a library of sentenes whih have been markedas orretly proessed during system development,and then presents the losest mathes to the user.Examples of typial English domain sentenesand their translations into Frenh, Arabi andJapanese are shown in Figure 2.3 Experimental frameworkIn the literature on language modelling, there is aknown tehnique for bootstrapping a statistial lan-guage model (SLM) from a grammar-based lan-guage model (GLM). The grammar whih formsthe basis of the GLM is sampled randomly in or-der to reate an arbitrarily large orpus of exam-ples; these examples are then used as a training or-pus to build the SLM (Jurafsky et al., 1995; Jonson,2005). We adapt this proess in a straightforwardway to onstrut an SMTmodel for a given languagepair, using the soure language grammar, the soure-to-interlingua translation rules, the interlingua-to-target-language rules, and the target language gener-ation grammar. We start in the same way, using thesoure language grammar to build a randomly gen-erated soure language orpus; as shown in (Hokeyet al., 2008), it is important to have a probabilis-ti grammar. We then use the omposition of theother omponents to attempt to translate eah sourelanguage sentene into a target language equivalent,disarding the examples for whih no translation isprodued. The result is an aligned bilingual orpusof arbitrary size, whih an be used to train an SMT

model.We used this method to generate aligned orporafor 12 MedSLT language pairs with soure and tar-get languages taken from the set fEnglish, Frenh,Japanese, Arabig. For eah language pair, we�rst generated one million soure-language utter-anes; we next �ltered them to keep only exampleswhih were full sentenes, as opposed to elliptialphrases, and used the translation rules and target-language generators to attempt to translate eah sen-tene. This reated between 260K and 310K alignedsentene-pairs for eah language-pair. In order tomake overage uniform for eah soure language,we kept only the pairs for whih the soure sentenehad translations in all target languages. This makesit possible to ompare fairly between language-pairswith the same soure-language. In ontrast, it ap-pears to us that it is less straightforward to om-pare aross language-pairs with different soure-languages, sine there is no obvious way to asertainthat the two soure-language orpora are of ompa-rable dif�ulty.The sizes of the �nal soure language orpus foreah of the three soure languages is shown in Ta-ble 3. We randomly held out 2.5% of eah of thesesets as development data, and 2.5% as test data. Us-ing Giza++, Moses and SRILM (Oh and Ney, 2000;Koehn et al., 2007; Stolke, 2002), we trained SMTmodels from inreasingly large subsets of the train-ing portion, using the development portion in theusual way to optimize parameter values. Finally, weused the resulting models to translate the test por-tion. We performed the tests with suborpora of dif-ferent sizes in order to satisfy ourselves that perfor-mane had topped out, and that generation of furthertraining data would not improve performane. Fulldetails are presented in (Rayner et al., 2009).Language #Sentenes #Words Voab.Eng 236340 1441263 364Fre 179758 1205308 557Ara 233141 1509594 253Jap 207717 1169106 336Table 3: Statistis for �nal auto-generated soure lan-guage orpora for soure languages: number of sen-tenes, number of words, and size of voabulary



English Have you had the pain for more than a month?Frenh Avez-vous mal depuis plus d'un mois?Arabi Hal tahus bi al alam moundhou akthar min hahr wahid?Japanese Ikkagetsu ijou itami wa tsuzuki mashita ka?English When do the headahes usually appear?Frenh Quand avez-vous habituellement vos maux de t�ete?Arabi Mataa tahus bi al soudaa adatan?Japanese Daitai itsu atama wa itami masu ka?English Is the pain assoiated with nausea?Frenh Avez-vous des nausées quand vous avez la douleur?Arabi Hal tourid an tataqaya indama tahus bi al alamJapanese Itamu to hakike wa okori masu ka?English Does bright light make the headahe worse?Frenh Vos maux de t�ete sont ils aggravés par la lumi�ere?Arabi Hal yahtaddou al soudaa � al dhaw?Japanese Akarui hikari wo miru to zutsu wa hidoku nari masu ka?Table 2: Examples of English domain sentenes, with system translations into Frenh, Arabi and Japanese.Our metris measure the extent to whih the de-rived versions of the SMT were able to approximatethe original RBMT on data whih was within theRBMT's overage. The most straightforward way todo this is simply to ount the sentenes in the test setwhih reeive different translations from the RBMTand the SMT. A variant is to de�ne a non-standardversion of the BLEU metri (Papineni et al., 2001),with the RBMT's translation taken as the referene.This means that perfet orrespondene between thetwo translations would yield a non-standard BLEUsore of 1.0.For all these metris, it is important to bring inhuman judges at some point, using them to evaluatethe ases where the SMT and RBMT differ. If, inthese ases, it transpired that human judges typiallythought that the SMT was as good as the RBMT,then the metris would not be useful. We need tosatisfy ourselves that human judges typially asribedifferenes between SMT and RBMT to shortom-ings in the SMT rather than in the RBMT.Conretely, we olleted all the different hSoure,SMT-translation, RBMT-translationi triples pro-dued during the ourse of the experiments, and ex-trated those triples where the two translations weredifferent. We randomly seleted triples for seletedlanguage pairs, and asked human judges to lassifythem into one of the following ategories:

� RBMT better: The RBMT translation wasbetter, in terms of preserving meaning and/orbeing grammatially orret;� SMT better: The SMT translation was better,in terms of preserving meaning and/or beinggrammatially orret;� Similar: Both translations were about equallygood OR the soure sentene was meaninglessin the domain.In order to show that our metris are intuitivelymeaningful, it is suf�ient to demonstrate that thefrequeny of ourrene of RBMT better is bothlarge in omparison to that of SMT better, and a-ounts for a substantial proportion of the total popu-lation.In the next setion, we present the results of thevarious experiments we have just desribed.4 ResultsTables 4, 5 and 6 present the main results, summaris-ing the extent to whih SMT and RBMT translationsdiffer for the 12 language-pairs. Sine the train-ing and test data are independently sampled fromthe soure grammar, and the domain is quite on-strained, they overlap. This is natural, sine, inthis limited domain, it is to be expeted that some



training sentenes will also our in test data; basiquestions like �Where is the pain?� will be gener-ated with high frequeny by the probabilisti sourelanguage model, and will tend to our in any sub-stantial independently generated set, hene both intest and training. When ounting divergent transla-tions in RBMT and SMT output, we none the lesspresent separately results for test data that does notoverlap with training data (Table 4) and for test datathat does overlap with training data (Table 5), on thegrounds that the �gures are, as usual, very differentfor the two kinds of material. These two tables thussummarise agreement between SMT and RBMT atthe sentene level. Table 6 shows the non-standardBLEU sores, where the RBMT translations havebeen used as the referene; these give a piture ofagreement between the two types of translation atthe n-gram level.Looking in partiular at Table 4, we see thatthe �gures fall into three distint groups. Forlanguage-pairs involving only languages in thegroup fEnglish, Frenh, Arabig, SMT and RBMTagree on about 70% to 80% of the sentenes. Fortranslation from English and Frenh to Japanese, thetwo types of translation agree on about 27% of thesentenes. For translation from Japanese into theother three languages, and for Arabi into Japanese,we only get agreement on about 13% to 16% ofthe sentenes. These divisions appear to show learqualitative differenes.Soure TargetEng Fre Ara JapEng xxx 69.6 76.5 27.9Fre 77.1 xxx 72.4 26.9Ara 76.7 79.1 xxx 13.9Jap 15.7 14.7 12.7 xxxTable 4: Perentage of translations where SMT transla-tion oinides with RBMT translation, over test sentenesnot ourring in training data.As disussed in the previous setion, simplyounting differenes between SMT and RBMT saysnothing on its own; it is also neessary to estab-lish what these differenes mean in terms of hu-man judgements. We performed evaluations of thiskind for two representative language-pairs where we

Soure TargetEng Fre Ara JapEng xxx 87.9 92.4 77.8Fre 94.7 xxx 94.4 74.4Ara 95.2 90.8 xxx 64.0Jap 79.1 81.4 76.6 xxxTable 5: Perentage of translations where SMT transla-tion oinides with RBMT translation, over test sentenesourring in training data.Soure TargetEng Fre Ara JapEng xxx 0.91 0.92 0.79Fre 0.93 xxx 0.92 0.76Ara 0.97 0.98 xxx 0.74Jap 0.80 0.83 0.85 xxxTable 6: Non-standard BLEU sores (RBMT translationsused as referene), all data.found it easy to loate bilingual judges. First, Ta-ble 8 shows the ategorisation, aording to the ri-teria outlined at the end of Setion 3, for 500 En-glish! Frenh pairs randomly seleted from the setof examples where RBMT and SMT gave differentresults; we asked three judges to evaluate them in-dependently, and ombined their judgments by ma-jority deision where appropriate. We observed avery heavy bias towards the RBMT, with unanimousagreement that the RBMT translation was better in201/500 ases, and 2-1 agreement in a further 127.In ontrast, there were only 4/500 ases where thejudges unanimously thought that the SMT transla-tion was preferable, with a further 12 supported bya majority deision. The rest of the table gives theases where the RBMT and SMT translations werejudged the same or ases in whih the judges dis-agreed; there were only 41/500 ases where no ma-jority deision was reahed. Our overall onlu-sion is that we are justi�ed in evaluating the SMTby using the BLEU sores with the RBMT as thereferene. Of the ases where the two systems dif-fer, only a tiny fration, at most 16/500, indiate abetter translation from the SMT, and well over halfare translated better by the RBMT. Table 7 showssome examples of bad SMT translations in the En-glish! Frenh pair, ontrasted with the translations



produed by the RBMT. The �rst two are grammat-ial errors (a super�uous extra verb in the �rst, andagreement errors in the seond). The third is an badhoie of tense and preposition; although grammati-al, the target language sentene fails to preserve themeaning, and, rather than referring to a 20 day pe-riod ending now, instead refers to a 20 day periodsome time in the past.Table 10 shows a similar evaluation for the En-glish ! Japanese. Here, the differene between theSMT and RBMT versions was so pronouned thatwe felt justi�ed in taking a smaller sample, of only150 sentenes. This time, 92/150 ases were unani-mously judged as having a better RBMT translation,and there was not a single ase where even a ma-jority found that the SMT was better. Agreementwas good here too, with only 8/150 ases not yield-ing at least a majority deision. Unsurprisingly, themain problem with this language-pair was inabilityto handle orretly the differenes between Englishand Japanese word-order. Table 9 again shows sometypial examples. The errors are muh more seriousthan in Frenh, and the SMT translations are onlymarginally omprehensible.Result Agreement CountRBMT better all judges 201RBMT better majority 127SMT better all judges 4SMT better majority 12Similar all judges 34Similar majority 81Unlear disagree 41Total 500Table 8: Comparison of RBMT and SMT performaneon 500 randomly hosen English ! Frenh translationexamples, evaluated independently by three judges.Cursory examination of the remaining language-pairs strongly suggested that the same patterns ob-tained there as well, with very few ases where SMTwas better than RBMT, and numerous ases in theopposite diretion. Sine other evaluations of theMedSLT system (e.g. (Rayner et al., 2005)) showthat over 98% of in-overage translations produedby the RBMT system are aeptable in terms of pre-serving meaning and being grammatially orret,

our overall onlusion is that differenes betweenSMT and RBMT an plausibly be interpreted as re-�eting errors produed by the SMT.Result Agreement CountRBMT better all judges 92RBMT better majority 32SMT better all judges 0SMT better majority 0Similar all judges 2Similar majority 16Unlear disagree 8Total 150Table 10: Comparison of RBMT and SMT performaneon 150 randomly hosen English! Japanese translationexamples, evaluated independently by three judges.5 Summary and ConlusionsWe have presented an experiment in whih we gen-erated uniform arti�ial data for 12 language pairsin a multilingual small-voabulary interlingua-basedtranslation system. Use of the interlingua enforeda uniform translation standard, so we feel justi�edin laiming that the results provide harder evidenethan usual about the relative suitability of differentlanguage-pairs for SMT.As expeted, translation between English andFrenh in both diretions is muh more reliable thantranslation in language pairs involving Japanese. Toour surprise, we also found that translation betweenEnglish or Frenh and Arabi worked about as wellas translation between English and Frenh, despitethe fat that Arabi typologially belongs to a dif-ferent language family. Informal onversations witholleagues who have worked on Arabi suggest,however, that the result is not as unexpeted as we�rst imagined.Table 4 appears to suggest that translation fromJapanese works substantially less well than transla-tion to Japanese. The explanation is most probablythe usual problem of zero-anaphora, whih is veryommon in Japanese, with words that an learlybe inferred from ontext generally deleted. In thefrom-Japanese diretion, it is neessary to generate atranslation of a zero anaphor (most often the impliitseond-person pronoun), while in the to-Japanese



English does a temperature hange ause the headaheRBMT Frenh vos maux de t�ete sont-ils ausés par des hangements de température(your headahes are-they aused by hanges of temperature)SMT Frenh avez-vous vos maux de t�ete sont-ils ausés par des hangements de température(have-you your headahes are-they aused by hanges of temperature)English are headahes relieved in the afternoonRBMT Frenh vos maux de t�ete diminuent-ils l'apr�es-midi(your headahes (MASC-PLUR) derease-MASC-PLUR the afternoon)SMT Frenh vos maux de t�ete diminue-t-elle l'apr�es-midi(your headahes (MASC-PLUR) derease-FEM-SING the afternoon)English have you had them for twenty daysRBMT Frenh avez-vous vos maux de t�ete depuis vingt jours(have-you your headahes sine twenty days)SMT Frenh avez-vous eu vos maux de t�ete pendant vingt jours(have-you had your headahes during twenty days)Table 7: Examples of inorret SMT translations from English into Frenh. Errors are highlighted in bold.diretion it is only a question of deleting mate-rial. Although, as pointed out earlier in Setion 3,we need to be areful when omparing betweenlanguage-pairs with different soure-language, thegap in performane here is large enough that we anexpet it to re�et a real trend.Simple as the idea is, we hope that the method-ology desribed in this paper will make it possibleto evaluate the relative suitability of SMT for differ-ent language pairs in a more quantitative way thanhas so far been possible. In general, the onstru-tion used ould equally well be implemented in theontext of any other high-performane multilingualRBMT system. The idea of statistially �relearn-ing� an RBMT system has reently begun to aquiresome popularity (Seneff et al., 2006; Dugast et al.,2008), and it should be easy to hek whether ourresults are generally reproduible.
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